
 
 

INTERVIEW: FREDRIK S. HEFFERMEHL 

Fredrik S. Heffermehl (82) is a Norwegian with law degrees from Oslo 
University and New York University School of law. He first was a 
deputy judge, then a private attorney, followed by public service in 
consumer protection for eight years. Since 1982, he has been a free 
intellectual, author, translator, more and more engaged in issues of 
democracy, peace, disarmament, human and political rights and 
freedoms. Mr. Heffermehl worked with several international civil 
society organizations, CSOs, such as the International Peace Bureau, 
IPB, and the International Association against Nuclear Arms, IALANA, 
and ran an information service on peace and disarmament. His book 
Peace is Possible  (1999) appeared in 18 languages. In 2007 he 

discovered that the Norwegian awarders of the Nobel Peace Prize had 
forgotten Nobel´s testament and the antimilitarist purpose he actually 
intended to serve. Since then Mr. Heffermehl has combined writing and 
political action to reclaim the prize for its antimilitarist purpose, 
organized Nobel Peace Prize Watch and edited its website 
nobelwill.org, including an annual screening of qualified nominees. His 
last book, in the autumn of 2020, is Medaljens bakside , whose 
tentative title in English is Behind the medals . 

Many thanks for agreeing to give this interview. Please tell us 
something about your background, life mission and the work that 
you have been doing regarding the Nobel Peace Prize. 

I was born on November 11, 1938, on the day 20 years after armistice 
in 1918 and my first name, Fredrik, means peace ruler. Perhaps not so 
strange then that the call for compulsory military service at age 17 was 
a dilemma. I could not understand that the world was so poorly 
organized that, instead of harmonious co-operation, the countries 
engaged in lethal threats and demanded of their citizens to learn to kill 
and be willing to do so  against fellows of similar age just for being 
born on the other side of a fortuitous border drawn up in the past. As a 
law student I specialized in international law. After sixteen years of 
work as a business lawyer, deputy judge and in consumer protection, I 
became a freelance writer engaged in peace politics, primarily in IPB, 
the International Peace Bureau, founded in 1892, later in IALANA, the 
International Association of Lawyers against Nuclear Arms and its 
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work to obtain an Advisory opinion from the ICJ at the Hague. The ICJ 
opinion in July 1996 included the historic separate opinion from 
Christopher Weeramantry. I have always felt immensely thankful to 
New York University, School of Law for a scholarship for post-
graduate studies there 1968-70.  

Years later the inspiration from my extremely rewarding year in New 
York led to a farewell to a comfortable legal career. I engaged in 
popular movements struggling for democracy, peace, political rights 
and freedoms. Trying to argue for demilitarization of international 
affairs I learned how little the freedom of speech is worth if you try to 
challenge the massive belief in security by military means. Blind 
loyalty to NATO and serving the USA controls politics in Norway. One 
day in August 2007 I suddenly discovered that these military interests 
also control the Nobel Peace Prize, even if Alfred Nobel´s intention was 
to support global co-operation on a demilitarization of international 
relations. Normally, those in power may ignore a political minority, but 
here the peace movement had a legal entitlement as beneficiaries of the 

in 2007. The work through 13 years to defend the rights of Nobel´s 
champions of peace  has taught me a lot  more than I liked  about 

democracy, and the military as an overwhelming political power. 

In one of your posts on Aftenposten dated 1 September 2020, you 
stated that it is a good idea to start by looking at the original plans, 
the UN and the world one dreamed of 75 years ago . The statement 
seems pointing towards the deflection in the UN over a period of 
time. Would you like to elaborate? 

Here I have been enlightened by a great scholar of international law and 
in particular the original plans for the UN, Klaus Schlichtmann, a 
German living in Tokyo. His research has inspired many Japanese who 
believe their Constitution's Article 9 is a motion to abolish war. His SA9 
campaign is seeking a resolution in the UN General Assembly to initiate 
a process of transition toward genuine collective security and 
disarmament. The Security Council was supposed to have power and 
tools to take efficient action to uphold international peace and security, 



 
 
even special UN forces. Countries were supposed to yield and pool 
parts of their sovereignty in exchange for a UN that would guarantee 
international peace. In the preparations for a post-war peace system it 
was even presumed that disarmament would be a condition for a nation 
to qualify for membership of the UN. But, as I elaborate in my book 
this autumn (2020), Behind the Medals, as long as the military govern 
politics we will never get out of the vicious circle the world is caught 
in. Immense profits lubricate the military machinery. Those who live 
by conflict will create conflict to stay alive. They also do their best to 
conceal the alternatives to armaments. In the 1890s a strong peace 
movement faced nations with a clear choice between two roads ahead, 
either trust and co-operation, or mistrust and endless armaments. Nobel 
chose to support the former, the Nobel prize awarders always believed 
in the latter and  as I found in its archives  always refused to promote 
the people and ideas designated by Nobel´s will. 

Please share a few things about your upcoming book on the Nobel 
Peace Prize (already published in the Norwegian language). How 
do you think it can influence the discourse on peace within the 
international community?  

I do not believe in security by military means. The book is an attempt 
to renew the public discourse and hopefully renew the basic skepticism 
of the 1890s, and the insistence that nations must co-operate instead of 
fighting each other. Humanity´s survival depends on our ability to 
develop international law and institutions and a credible law 
enforcement at the international level. The debate on these matters, 
never free, fair and open, has dwindled to nothing in later decades. 
Ignored for so long the antimilitarist voices have been almost muted.  

I was allowed access to the internal documents of the Norwegian Nobel 
Committee that has for 120 years awarded the Nobel Peace Prizes and 
found that the power of militarism has extended even to this committee. 
While according to the testament of Alfred Nobel the prize should 
honour the champions of peace  seeking a disarmed and co-operating 
world order, the committee and its secretariat always had a bias and 
outright contempt of the ideas Nobel wished them to promote.  
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I also found a considerable mass of new evidence confirming my earlier 
conclusion that a more proper name would have been the Nobel 
Disarmament Prize. His intention was to help his friend Bertha von 
Suttner, the author of the great bestseller Lay Down Your Arms (1889), 
and support her geopolitical ideas and her political friends  a great idea 
in 1895, but much more so in our time. The advent of the nuclear bomb 
in 1945 made disarmament an urgent emergency. We need a resurgence 
of the enthusiastic antimilitarist mood of the 1890s, it must again 
become a real, credible alternative. The wild hope behind my book is 
to release a so great reawakening of common people that it will change 
the way nations interrelate.  

During the Cold War there still was serious discussions about the need 
for disarmament. General and complete disarmament  was even agreed 
upon in Art. VI of the 1968 Treaty on non-proliferation and nuclear 
disarmament (NPT). The nations have become locked in positions 
where military strength is seen as the only and indispensable road to 
national security, discussions only weaken our defence , they are 
scary. Do not discuss whether it actually works, or whether alternative 
options exist. All doubt is perceived as unpatriotic, a good citizen does 
neither speak nor listen to such ideas.  

My book is a fundamental challenge to an obviously untenable 
postulate, the illusion of security by military strength. Latent war is not 
security. With this point of departure my analysis ends in an entirely 
different view of the actual conflict in the world and in a new idea of 
what both Antonio Guterres, the UN Secretary General, and the peace 
movement must do to succeed: This problem cannot be solved 
incrementally or in parts, the only hope of achieving real progress lies 
in accepting that the idea of military security is flawed, it can never 
work. Only starting with this realization it becomes possible to agree 
on scrapping the military and reap the enormous benefits from 
transforming military expenditures to serving people, instead of feeding 
war and weapon-makers. 

  



 
 
What would be its title in English and when can we expect the book 
in the market? 

The Norwegian title Medaljens bakside  means, literally, The 
back/reverse of the Medal . I think Behind the Medals  may be better 
in English. But I have not yet had time to search for foreign publishers 
 who may have other and better ideas for a title. An earlier book of 

mine was published in 18 languages (see peaceispossible.info), 
including Urdu and Hindi. 

One of my conclusions is that the Nobel prize is just one more example 
of a general social law , that all fundamental challenges to the military 
are bound to die over time. They succumb to lack of oxygen, to survive 
they have to adapt to the realities . This has happened with political 
parties, and peace research, and I am afraid also to much of today´s 
peace movement.  

My book is a form of action research. I describe how my reminder of 
Nobel´s actual intention is met with near massive silence by official 
Norway. Most alarming is how our laws seem to have a quiet exception 
for anything related to military and security interests. The public debate 
does not function, the politicians are immune to arguments, pretend that 
I and my arguments do not exist. Despite clear illegality shown in my 
book Norway´s parliament again broke the law when, on December 7, 
2020, it elected new members of the Nobel award committee. A 
proposal to emphasize loyalty to the purpose of Nobel, the most obvious 
condition for electability, got only two votes in the 169-member 
assembly.  

When the democratic avenue fails to function, the law enforcing bodies 
should stand up to protect the designees of the testament. But the courts 
of Sweden ignored the law and refused to admit a case against the board 
members of the Nobel Foundation in 2015, for having paid out the 
peace prize to the European Union (2012). Also administrative bodies, 
the Foundations Agency, has refused to pass an injunction against 
blatant violations of the Foundations Act. 
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To be fair, it must be admitted that I got pretty generous newspaper 
space in the first two-three years of my campaign. My freedom of 
speech was a reality, this confirmed to the public that we have an open 
democracy where dissident views are being published. Only one 
problem, no one in power was willing to listen or to respond with honest 
arguments. The establishment does not take action, it knows that it will 
win. No one continues to press a point more than two or three years. 
My sin was to persist in my pursuit, so far for 13 years. My book 
illuminates interesting experiences around freedom of speech in 
military matters. In this field lawmakers fail to respect the law, and laws 
apply with a general exception: not in  the national interest .  

A horrendous contemporary example of the legal systems bowing to 
geopolitical pressure is the clandestine interaction between the USA, 
Sweden, United Kingdom, and Ecuador to deprive Julian Assange, the 
founder of Wikileaks of his rights. We take for granted that our courts 
protect citizens from political persecution. But how robust is the 
protection that courts offer against geopolitical persecution? My 
compassion and actions for the immediate freedom of Assange spring 
from my own experience of the military as black hole in our systems of 
democracy and rule of law. 

How do you think the book will help compel the international 

settled with the fragile political order based on armed peace?  

It may seem impossible to get the average citizen interested in 
discussion of peace and security, but I try to present the topic in 
common language and relate it to people and their lives. Discussing a 
demilitarized world order is taboo. Disarmament is outside the 

silence by writing about the history of the Nobel Peace Prize. By 
discussing the purpose of the prize, and the winners, and not least, who 
should have won, I give the reader a comprehensive course in the 
alternative world of peace thinking and action over the last 120 years. 
Granted access to the committee´s internal files, I am also able to show 
that the awarders have been biased and felt contempt for the very ideas 



 
 
that Nobel wished them to promote. I think most readers will conclude 
that the prize could really have changed the course of history if Nobel´s 
road to global peace would have been respected.  

People need to see a different fault line in the world, the problem is not 
states with their militaries opposing each other, but militaries with their 
states. While they appear to be adversaries, their conflict, in actual fact, 
deep down, is not genuine. All military forces have a common interest 
in keeping their enemies  to be able to tap their national treasuries. The 
real conflict is between all citizens of the world and a common enemy, 
all military forces, our own included. Whether we live in New Delhi, 
Mogadishu, New York, a village in Tahiti or Peru, we have a common 
interest in getting rid of this common enemy, the military industry and 
the armed forces of all nations. They are an obstacle to security, 
prosperity, and the future of humanity.  

One thing is what this insight could mean to improve the lot of people 
in the countries once exploited as colonies, now by corruption, unfair 
trade treaties and abuse of power. To me it seems logical that the nation 
with more military power than any nation in history, the USA, also 
stands to earn the most from a true, equal and sincere global co-
operation bringing about the end militarism. That nation has long been 
eroding from within and has immense unmet needs for repairs and care 
for a huge, disadvantaged population living in constant danger and 
intolerable misery. Once we all realize this common interest, across all 
borders and differences in religion, governance, and economic systems, 
once we really understand the harms and risks of the militarized world 
order, we are a considerable step closer to a world possible to survive 
in.  

*****


